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   EVENT REPORT 

 

The body heals with the play, the mind heals with laughter, and the spirit 

heals with joy. 

 
Following the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, Governments all around the world 

hastened to respond by enforcing measures such as social-distancing, quarantine and 

isolation. While necessary, these measures can have a significant effect on people’s mental 

health. Fear, anxiety, anger, sadness and grief are compounded by being away from schools, 

work, peers, adjusting to new ways of learning and working, as well as fear of losing jobs and 

family income. 

A webinar was organized by Sankalp Sahodaya South West Delhi Chapter that addressed the 

importance of overall holistic wellness and mental well-being especially in the present 

COVID-19 pandemic crisis. 

The Resource Person for this Webinar is Swami Shantatmananda Ji, a senior monk of 

Ramakrishna Mission, New Delhi. He was a - Life Coach and Motivational Speaker. 

During the webinar, Swami Shantatmananda Ji elaborated on various aspects and concepts of 

Mental Wellbeing, Skill Development, Meditation, Subconscious Mind & Self Talk, Power 

of Visualization, Source of Positive & Negative Thoughts, Body & Mind Connection and 

Anger Management through identification & response to triggers. 

The webinar session then continued with question answer round, were the 



participants put forward their queries and suggestion. Many participants have raised 

question on their personal experience and how they had combated the situation. 

 

KEY TAKEAWAYS FROM WEBINAR 

 Importance and need for mental well-being and Psychosocial Care is very important 

in this time. 

 Community service is one of the best ways to improve the lives of others. Donating 

your time allows you to connect with your community. 

 Doing things for others - whether small, unplanned acts or regular volunteering - is a 

powerful way to boost our own happiness as well of those around us. 

 Discover some spiritual tools for mental health, share individual experiences. 

 To make more use of the power of your mind, it’s necessary to break free from self-

limiting beliefs. 

The webinar was attended by many participants including students, faculty members, parents’ 

principal, and teachers of various school. The event was watched by many on Facebook Live 

on ‘Sankalp Sahodaya’ Facebook page. 

 

The webinar was concluded by this message if you want to affect beneficial changes in your 

life, you first have to address the world within. The external conditions you’re confronted 

with will seldom change, if you do not change the internal. 

 

The mind is everything. What you think you become."—Buddha 
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